Real-time Emergency Response Planning (ERP), Incident Management, Training & Reporting

ERP and Incident Management
CentrePost provides participants real-time ability to systematically communicate and assess the incident hazard and risk, then create their action plan based on their ERP priorities and protocol. The Incident Commander can coordinate actions with all participants who continue to follow their ERP protocol using real-time information to make “Coherency of Action” decisions. All incident information and actions are recorded, consolidated and streamed on a live “participant or media ticker-tape” with select information.

ERP Training
CentrePost is also the Training Platform. Simulations are run exactly the same as a real incident. During the simulation, trainers can engage and communicate with the Incident Commander and all other functional participants. Trainers and participants can clearly analyze the effectiveness of the incident steps and implement corrective actions.

One Window View
CentrePost is a map based digital Emergency Response Planning, Incident Management, Training and Reporting application. It provides multiple Emergency Responders, Incident Management Teams and Government Agencies with real-time situational awareness and reporting to keep the participants informed in real-time. It is that “One Window View” for participants to execute your Emergency Response Plan (ERP).

Map Based for Immediate Incident Visibility
CentrePost, built on our proven CORE GIS Mapping Engine, allows participants (including regulators) to communicate and understand the incident status, plans and actions needed. The impact of the incident actions are also reporting and viewed in real-time. Participants can use their mobile device or computer web browser to access CentrePost during the event for reporting and data capture (pictures, location conditions, etc).

A partial list of capabilities includes:
- Live Dashboard: ERP “Ticker-Tape” Activities, Incident Preparedness & other relevant information
- EPZ: Interactive Location Map & Weather Influenced
- Access Contacts: Company, Regulatory, Service, etc.
- Access Company and Shared Assets: Fixed & Mobile with associated documentation
- Access Stakeholders Information
- Access ERP Content: reference procedures, documentation & work-flow
- Training: Track User Competency & Compliance
- Scheduling & Tracking of Facility & Pipeline Drills
- Automated Notification (Text and Email)
- Printable ERP Document & Forms for backup
- Fully mobile: On- and Off-line Contacts

From Data ... to Automation ... to Emergency Management!